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We investigate the tunneling escape of confined excitons in CdSe core-shell quantum dots by means of the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation. Our results indicate that obtaining efficient charge extraction strongly
depends on the interplay between parameters such as nanocrystal sizes, shell thicknesses, external electric
fields, and confinement barrier heights.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been suggested that nanocrystals �NC’s� may ex-
hibit important ingredients for the development of inexpen-
sive and efficient solar cells because of �i� the possibility of
tailoring their bandgap through size and shape control in
order to absorb light in the whole solar spectrum and �ii� the
enhanced impact ionization caused by the tridimensional
confinement that leads to the generation of two �or more�
electron-hole pairs �e-h pairs� for each photon absorbed.1–3

In particular, recent experimental observations demonstrated
the generation of up to seven excitons with a single
photon.4–6

The most probable configurations for the development of
NC solar cells seem to be based on �i� tridimensionally or-
dered array of NC’s, in such way that the inter-NC distance
is small enough to allow the formation of minibands through
electronic coupling between neighboring NC’s or �ii� NC’s
dispersed in organic semiconductor polymer matrices.7,8

Nowadays, CdSe colloidal NC’s can be inexpensively grown
with precise control over their shape and size.9 However, the
environment where NC’s are embedded strongly affects their
electronic structure and optical properties.10,11 Chemically
passivating the NC core with a thin shell of wide bandgap
semiconductor prevents chemical interaction with the
inter-NC environment. Moreover, it allows substantial im-
provement of their optical stability and exhibits greater tol-
erance to processing conditions necessary for incorporation
into solid state structures.

Several wide band gap semiconductors �e.g., ZnS, CdS,
ZnSe� have been epitaxially grown on the surface of CdSe
colloidal NC’s.12,13 Regardless the shell material, incident
photons are absorbed by the NC’s, generating single or mul-
tiple electron-hole �e-h� pairs. There are some possible re-
laxation channels for these excited NC’s: �i� radiative recom-
bination emitting photons with energies that inversely scale
with the NC sizes, �ii� nonradiative recombination through
Auger processes or phonon emission,14 �iii� quantum tunnel-
ing through the shell layer, and temperature related effects
such as �iv� thermionic emission and �v� thermal assisted
tunneling.15,16 Depending on the relative efficiencies of such
channels, different NC-based applications can be developed.
For instance, faster radiative transitions in comparison to
other processes lead to light emitting applications, while ef-
ficient escape of e-h pairs may generate electrical currents,

which are useful for the development of photovoltaic de-
vices. In this work, the out-tunneling of e-h pairs occupying
the ground state of CdSe core-shell quantum dots �QD’s� is
addressed. We remark that the extraction of carriers by quan-
tum tunneling is a well known mechanism in low-
dimensional photovoltaic devices.

II. PHYSICAL MODELING

The photogenerated current in NC solar cells arises from
the fraction of e-h pairs created by the absorption of photons
that escape from the QD’s through the shell layer before
recombining either radiatively or not. For simplicity, we fo-
cus on the escape dynamics of a single e-h pair. Other elec-
tronic processes occurring outside QD’s are disregarded. The
main escape processes are depicted in Fig. 1. Due to the
discreteness of the density of states, the energy difference
between adjacent states in the conduction and valence bands
is larger than the thermal activation energy kBT even at room
temperature, suppressing the occupation of excited states.
This is particularly important in CdSe QD’s because of the
small carrier effective masses. In the case of small confine-
ment barriers, the enhanced binding energy in QD’s is sev-
eral times larger than kBT, so that temperature effects are not
strong enough to dissociate confined e-h pairs. Thus, tem-
perature related processes can be ruled out and the main
contribution to the photogenerated current can be considered
as arising from the out-tunneling of ground state e-h pairs.
There are two obstacles competing to the out-tunneling of
this e-h pair: shell barrier and Coulomb interaction. If these
mechanisms are strong enough to hold the confined e-h pair
during times of the same order of the recombination lifetime,
the conversion efficiency are expected to be very low.

In order to simulate the dynamics of a single ground state
e-h pair in the system shown in Fig. 1, we solve the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation

HT�T�re,rh;t� = i�
��T�re,rh;t�

�t
, �1�

where �T�re ,rh ; t� is the total e-h pair wave function. The
two-particle Hamiltonian is given by
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where i= �e ,h� denotes the carrier type, mi
*�ri� is the

position-dependent effective mass, and Vi�ri� represents the
confinement potential of each carrier type. Figure 1 also
shows that the QD’s are subject to an external electric field
EF in the z direction, which may be created by the external
electrodes of the photovoltaic device. We assume that this
electric field gives a preferential direction of tunneling, in
such a way that carriers tunneling in the other directions can
be disregarded. This assumption allows to decouple the six-
variable Schrodinger equation in two problems: one equation
to describe the carriers behavior in the z direction and an-
other one for the xy plane.

The overall strategy to solve the present time-dependent
problem is depicted in Fig. 2. Before solving Eq. �1�, the
time-independent equation HT�T�re ,rh�=ET�T�re ,rh� is
solved for an e-h pair confined in a fully bound potential
profile. The resulting e-h state �T�re ,rh� is used as initial
condition for the time evolution in the quasibound system
shown in Fig. 1. Details about the solution of the time-
independent and time-dependent equations are discussed in
the next subsections.

A. Time-independent Schrodinger equation: Confined excitons

In order to avoid the solution of a six-variable Schro-
dinger equation, we conveniently write the confinement po-

tentials as Vi�ri�=Vz
�i��zi�+V

�

�i��ri��, where r�,i denotes the
ith particle position in the plane perpendicular to the zi di-
rection. This assumption allows HT to be written as HT

=Hz
�e�+H

�

�e�+Hz
�h�+H

�

�h�+Veh, where Hz
�i� and H

�

�i� represent
the individual carrier Hamiltonians in the z and perpendicu-
lar directions, respectively. Veh represents the Coulomb inter-
action between the carriers. This separation is not suitable for
spherical confinement potentials. The Schrodinger equation
in the perpendicular direction is

H�
�i��i�r�,i� = E�

�i��i�r�,i� . �3�

Thus, total wave function �WF� can be written as

EG(D)

EF

Coulomb
interaction

Ve

Vh

z direction

continuum states

T TD

continuum states

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)

(c)

(a) Ground state tunneling
(b) Thermal activated tunneling
(c) Thermionic emission

FIG. 1. Schematics of the escape processes of an e-h pair in a
single QD. T and D represent the shell thickness and core size of
the QD, respectively. The conduction and valence band energy bar-
riers are represented by Ve and Vh, respectively, and EF is an exter-
nal electric field. The figure shows the processes responsible for
current generation observed in photovoltaic devices: �a� Ground-
state tunneling, �b� thermal assisted tunneling, and �c� thermionic
emission. Processes �b� and �c� are highly dependent on temperature
�Refs. 15 and 16�.

( b )  O p e n  s y s t e m

( a )  C l o s e d  s y s t e m
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FIG. 2. Overview of the strategy adopted for solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation. First, we solve the time-
independent Eq. �5� with a closed confinement potential �a� to ob-
tain �T�t=0�. Then, we solve Eq. �9� with a quasibound
confinement potential �b� using �T�t=0� as initial condition. Ab-
sorbing boundary conditions are used at the edges of the computa-
tional mesh to avoid WF reflections which would affect the calcu-
lation of the tunneling time �Ref. 17�.
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�T�re,rh� = ��ze,zh��e�r�,e��h�r�,h� . �4�

By multiplying the time-independent equation HT�T�re ,rh�
=ET�T�re ,rh� at left by �e�r�,e��h�r�,h� and integrating in
the coordinates r�,e and r�,h, we obtain a Schrödinger equa-
tion involving only the zi coordinates

Hz
eff��ze,zh� = Ez��ze,zh� , �5�

where

Hz
eff = Hz

�e� + Hz
�h� + Vz

eff�ze,zh� , �6�

Vz
eff�ze,zh� = −

q2

4��
� ��e�r�,e��2��h�r�,h��2

�re − rh�
dr�,edr�,h.

�7�

Thus, the original six-variable time-independent problem
HT�T�re ,rh�=ET�T�re ,rh� is decoupled into a set of three
two-variable equations given by Eqs. �3� and �5�, with the
total energy ET given by

ET = E�
�e� + E�

�h� + Ez. �8�

This decoupling allows to solve Eqs. �3� and �5� separately.
The latter equation captures the interplay among external
electric fields, Coulomb interaction, and exciton confinement
and escape in the direction that the out-tunneling effectively
occurs, while the former equation reinforces the full tridi-
mensional confinement characteristic of the problem. From
the computational point of view, this is much simpler than
solving a full six-variable problem similar to Eq. �1�. How-
ever, further simplifications are still possible: one may con-
sider potential profiles Vi�ri�� with known analytical solu-
tions for the Schrödinger equations Eqs. �3�, say square or
circular confinement barriers either finite or infinite confine-
ment barriers. Thus, we only have to solve Eq. �5�, which
can be easily done by regular finite difference methods. We
remark that the calculation of the effective Coulomb poten-
tial in Eq. �7� presents a discontinuity, and the strategy for
dealing with this problem is outlined in Ref. 18.

B. Time-dependent Schrodinger equation: Exciton escape

As the exciton escape occurs in the z direction, we solve a
simpler form of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

Hz
eff��ze,zh;t� = i�

���ze,zh;t�
�t

, �9�

following the computational scheme described in Refs. 19
and 20. The out-tunneling time of the e-h pair is computed as
follows. At each time-step, the probability of the e-h pair to
be inside the QD can be evaluated using

Pin�t� = �
QD

��T�re,rh;t��2dredrh. �10�

The tunneling time �T of the e-h pair is estimated through the
fit of the Pin�t� curve with a single exponential decaying
curve such as A exp�−t /�T�. The out-tunneling time is ob-
tained for an e-h pair occupying the ground state. This ap-

proach was used previously to investigate the lifetime of
quasibound states in open quantum structures.21,22

Among all materials used to cover CdSe NC’s, we will
focus on CdS and ZnS because they exhibit the lowest and
highest confinement energy barriers with respect to the CdSe
core, respectively. Thus, any other shell material is expected
to present an intermediate behavior between CdS and ZnS.
The materials parameters used in this work are given in
Table I.

C. Effects of lattice mismatch strain

Strain related effects are expected due to the different lat-
tice parameters of CdSe, CdS, and ZnS. Strain affects QD
properties by modifying the spatial confinement profile
and/or the height of confinement barriers. In the case of
CdSe/CdS, the lattice mismatch is relatively small �about
4%�, and the coherent epitaxial growth of the CdS shell on
CdSe has been reported.30,31 As for ZnS/CdSe QD’s, Hines
et al. reported that the capping process does not lead to sig-
nificant modifications of the optical properties.32 In particu-
lar, the first exciton peak becomes broadened but it is not
shifted appreciably. Only at shorter wavelength the absorp-
tion spectrum deviate significantly from the uncapped QD,
suggesting that the first electronic states of the CdSe core are
weakly modified. In fact, the low lattice mismatch require-
ment for epitaxial growth of a shell layer on the surface of
colloidal QD’s is not as stringent as in two-dimensional sys-
tems because the total area over which the strain accumulates
is small. It is expected that strain becomes more important in
very long rodlike QD’s because they exhibit an average cur-
vature that is intermediate between the surface of a spherical
QD and a flat film.33 In principle, these results could lead us

TABLE I. Compilation of the material parameters used in this
work. The parameters not shown are not necessary to the model.

Param. CdSe CdS ZnS

a0 �Å� 6.052a 5.7982a 5.3476a

C11 �GPa� 66.7b 85.2c 106.7c

C12 �GPa� 46.3b 54.5c 66.6c

Eg �eV� 1.74d 2.58g 3.84c

ac �eV� −3.59a −6.02a

av �eV� 0.92e 1.83e

b �eV� −1.18e −1.39e

Ve
�0� �eV� 0.32f 1.44f

Vh
�0� �eV� 0.42f 0.60f

me /m0 0.13 0.20 0.367

mhh /m0 0.45 0.80 0.569

� /�0 9.1

aReference 23.
bReference 24.
cReference 25.
dReference 26.
eReference 27.
fReference 28.
gReference 29.
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to conclude that strain does not play a significant role on �T.
However, it is known that the lifetime of quasibound states is
very sensitive to the height of the confinement barriers.
Therefore, strain effects must be investigated.

Based on the assumption of the one-dimensional out-
tunneling, we only account for strain effects in this direction.
For simplicity, we assume the out-tunneling occurs along
�001	 direction, for which the confinement potentials with
respect to the barriers without strain can be written as25

Ve = Ve
�0� + ac��xx + �yy + �zz� , �11�

Vh = Vh
�0� − av��xx + �yy + �zz� ± b��zz − �xx� , �12�

where Ve,h
�0� are the unstrained confinement barriers, ac and av

are the hydrostatic deformation potentials for conduction and
valence bands, respectively, and b is the shear deformation
potential. The 	 sign refers to the confinement potential of
the heavy and light holes, respectively. In this work, our
investigation will focus exclusively on the ground state
heavy-hole exciton. The components of strain tensor are
given by �xx=�yy = �a
 −a0� /a0, �zz=−2C12/C11�xx, where a


is the in plane lattice constant and a is the equilibrium lattice
constant. Cij represent the elastic coefficient. These param-
eters are shown in Table I.

III. RESULTS

Because of the finite shell thickness, the confined carriers
tend to tunnel out and the probability to find the e-h pair
within the QD decreases as time evolves. Figure 3 displays
the time dependence of the probability to find the e-h pair
within the QD given by Eq. �10�. One notices that at initial
instant t=0, the e-h pair is entirely confined within the QD.
For the Zns/CdSe QD with shell thickness of T=0.3 nm, the

e-h pair completely escapes after 2000 fs. In the case of T
=0.7 nm, there is approximately 40% of chance to find the
e-h pair in the QD after 5000 fs. Our simulations are in good
agreement with the fact that the thicker the tunneling barrier,
the smaller the transmission coefficient. In addition, all
curves exhibit a single exponential behavior, which supports
the validity of our fitting procedure to calculate the out-
tunneling times. In the presence of electric fields, the con-
fined carriers tunnel out towards opposite directions along
the electric field direction. Otherwise, both carriers tunnel
radially out of the QD without any preferred direction. As
our model presumes the out-tunneling in a single direction,
the out-tunneling times calculated without the presence of
electric fields are a little overestimated.

Figure 4 compares the calculated shell thickness depen-
dence of the exciton tunneling time in both CdS/CdSe and
ZnS/CdSe core-shell QD’s for different electric field
strengths, QD sizes, and shape. The range of shell thickness
investigated is representative of current state-of-art core-shell
QD’s.12,13 The out-tunneling times in CdS/CdSe QD’s are
few orders of magnitude faster than in ZnS/CdSe ones be-
cause of their lower confinement barriers. One also notices
that the estimated tunneling times in CdS/CdSe QD’s are
much below the nanosecond time scale regardless the shell
thickness, electric field, QD shape and size. On the other
hand, the out-tunneling times in ZnS/CdSe QD’s become of
the order of nanoseconds for the combination of QD sizes in
the range D=5–10 nm and shell thicknesses between 1.0
and 1.5 nm, regardless the QD shape. As for the electric
fields, they tend to separate e-h pairs, decreasing the out-
tunneling times. However, their effect is almost negligible
for small QD’s because of the tight confinement imposed to
the e-h pairs. This is not true for reasonably large QD’s be-
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of the probability Pin�t� to find the e-h
pair within the QD. The curves represent a cubic ZnS/CdSe QD of
5 nm with infinite lateral confinement barriers. Shell thicknesses of
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cause larger volumes exhibit smaller binding energies, which
eases the separation of the e-h pair. For instance, �T in a
10 nm wide QD is a half-order magnitude smaller when EF
=100 kV/cm in comparison to the ones calculated without
EF.

In addition to the shell thickness, the QD size is also
important for the determination of the exciton tunneling
time. For a given shape, the comparison of �T in QD’s with
different sizes indicates that it inversely scales with D.
Within a classical point of view, the larger the energy of
individual confined carriers the faster they move back and
forth within the QD, hitting the confinement barriers and
increasing their tunneling probability. As the confined carri-
ers energy scales with the QD size as ET
D−n, where n=2
�n�2� for infinite �finite� confinement barriers, small QD’s
must exhibit faster exciton tunneling times. Moreover, the
tunneling time is much more sensitive to variations in the
shell thickness than in the QD size. Figure 4 also shows that
shape matters only for certain cases. By keeping other pa-
rameters unchanged, it is not observed any significant differ-
ence in the tunneling time in CdS/CdSe QD’s with different
shapes. This is also true for ZnS/CdSe ones, except for the
cases where D=5 nm and EF�0 kV/cm �cubic QD’s�. Ac-
tually, the tunneling times in cylindrical QD’s are a little
larger than in cubic QD’s. This sounds contradictory because
the smaller volume of cylindrical QD’s leads to larger exci-
ton energies, which are expected to yield faster tunneling
times, at least when comparing QD’s of the same shape. The
reason for this apparent contradiction relies on the exciton
binding energy, which is slightly larger for cylindrical QD’s
in comparison to cubic ones. The comparison between �T and
�NC, where �NC represents the tunneling time calculated with-
out the Coulomb interaction, is shown in Table II. One can
see that calculations without the Coulomb interaction lead to
tunneling times that are significantly faster. Depending on
the shell thickness the difference between �T and �NC can be
larger than one order of magnitude.

Finally, we also investigated the role of strain. We did not
observe any significant change in the exciton energies with

respect to the case without strain, which is consistent with
the experimental results of other groups.30–33 As for the out-
tunneling times, we observed an average increase of 20%
�3%� for diameters of 5 nm �10 nm� and EF=50 kV/cm.
Since these changes occur within the same order of magni-
tude �10−2 ns�, they can be also considered very small. In the
context of material systems studied here, this is caused by
the fact that the reduction of the confinement potential in the
conduction band is compensated by an increase of the heavy-
hole confinement potential in the valence band.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to identify the ideal conditions for which QD
solar cells are able to work, it is necessary to compare the
exciton tunneling times with their recombination lifetimes.
Theoretically, the radiative recombination lifetime � j of an
e-h state �j� to the ground state �0� can be computed with
� j =� j

−1, where � j
−1 is the recombination rate of this

transition.34 � j depends on the complicated details of CdSe
valence band structure. It is known that the combination of
the intrinsic crystal/shape anisotropy and confinement-
enhanced electron-hole exchange degeneracy lifts the spin
degeneracy of the band-edge exciton into three sets with net
spin projections J=0,1 ,2. The ground state �J=2� is opti-
cally inactive because �J=2=0, leading to infinite radiative
recombination lifetimes, and the lowest optically active ex-
citon state is J=1.35

Figure 5 displays the size-dependence of the radiative re-
combination lifetime of excitons in CdSe QD’s. The experi-
mental values were collected from the literature.14,36,37 The
solid line represents the recombination lifetime of the bright
exciton state �J=1� in spherical QD’s, with infinite confine-
ment barriers, calculated with the model presented in Ref. 35
Depending on the QD size and shell thickness, these quanti-
ties range in the same order of magnitude. Due to the proba-

TABLE II. Comparison of the tunneling time with ��T� and
without ��NC� the Coulomb interaction for QD’s with different
shape, sizes, and applied electric fields. For comparison, the total
exciton energies �ET� and binding energies �EB� are also displayed.
The shell material is ZnS with 0.7 nm of thickness.

Shape
EF

�kV/cm�
D

�nm�
ET

�eV�
EB

�eV�
�T

�10−2 ns�
�NC

�10−2 ns�

Box 0 5 1.996 0.116 1.32 0.505

10 1.764 0.068 7.67 3.600

Cylinder 0 5 1.989 0.123 1.43 0.505

10 1.759 0.073 8.24 3.600

Box 50 5 1.995 0.1160 1.28 0.476

10 1.762 0.0638 6.68 2.454

Cylinder 50 5 1.989 0.1224 1.41 0.476

10 1.758 0.0681 7.42 2.454
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the exciton tunneling times �stars� in
ZnS/CdSe QD’s with the recombination lifetimes in CdSe QD’s
obtained from Efros et al. �solid line� �Ref. 35�, Klimov et al. �open
square� �Ref. 14�, Javier et al. �solid square� �Ref. 36�, and Fisher
et al. �open triangle� �Ref. 37�. Our calculations were performed for
QD sizes of 5 nm and 10 nm with different shapes �cylindrical:
solid stars, cubic: open stars� and shell thicknesses �1.1 nm and
1.5 nm, as indicated in the figure�.
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bilistic nature of the electronic transitions, the faster the tun-
neling times, the more efficient will be the conversion of
light into electrical currents. The confinement barriers height
is also an important parameter. For example, the tunneling
time in CdS/CdSe QD’s varies in the range 10−3–10−2 ns,
which is too low to appear in the scale of Fig. 5. This sug-
gests that CdS/CdSe QD’s are good candidates for NC based
solar cells. However, they are not as chemically stable as
ZnS/CdSe ones.12 In addition to the QD size, surface passi-
vation and thermal activation between dark and higher-lying
bright exciton states are other important factors affecting the
exciton recombination lifetime.32,34,38,39 For example, the re-
combination data from Klimov et al. presented in Fig. 5 is
nearly one order of magnitude smaller than the other experi-
mental data shown.14 In this case, the recombination lifetime
is smaller than the tunneling time in ZnS/CdSe QD’s with
D=5 nm and T=1.5 nm, indicating that the NC solar cells
for this combination of QD parameters may not work. More-
over, depending on the QD size and shell thickness, �T can
be of the same order of the relaxation time of multiple e-h
pairs by means of Auger recombination. For example, Kli-
mov et al. reported that �2 �relaxation time from 2 to 1 e-h
pair� in a 8.2 nm QD is 0.363 ns,14 which is much slower
than the �T=0.0742 ns in a 10 nm cylindrical QD �see Table
II�. This suggests that multiple e-h pairs might be converted
into electrical currents practically without loss.4–6 Of course,
in QD’s containing two e-h pairs, the Coulomb potential act-
ing on each particle has three contributions, two attractive
and a repulsive one. Therefore, we expect that the out-
tunneling time of one of the confined e-h pairs be either of
the same order of magnitude or slightly smaller than �T.

Despite the fact that the theoretical model presented in
Sec. II is not able to deal with spherical QD’s, the interplay
between shape and Coulomb interaction discussed in Sec. III
allows us to predict some trends about the behavior of �T in
spherical QD’s. Because of their larger binding energies in
comparison to cylindrical ones, they will exhibit slower tun-
neling times, becoming even closer to the experimental re-
combination lifetimes. Concerning the use of infinite con-
finement barriers in the perpendicular directions, it is also
possible to draw some comments. First, they lead to smaller
binding and total exciton energies. These quantities scale di-
rectly �inversely� with �T such that their dependence will
nearly cancel each other.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, we performed a theoretical investigation of
the out-tunneling of e-h pairs from CdSe based core-shell
QD’s through time-dependent solutions of the Schrodinger
equation including the Coulomb interaction. The exciton tun-
neling times are extremely sensitive to QD sizes, shell thick-
ness and confinement barrier heights. Depending on the com-
bination of these quantities, the out-tunneling times can be
comparable to the recombination lifetimes, indicating that
achieving efficient charge extraction depends on a careful
selection of geometrical parameters. We have also shown
that the Coulomb interaction plays an important role on the
exciton escape, thus should not be neglected. In our calcula-
tions, we considered the perfect alignment between the band
edges of the NC core and host material. However, this is an
important issue which is also expected to influence the exci-
ton escape. Finally, we focused on the dynamics of single e-h
pairs until they tunnel out. Once released, they will either
recombine or undergo multiple trapping and escape events
from another QD’s until they reach the device electrodes. We
also remark that even though e-h pairs are able to tunnel out
without external electric fields, it does not mean that NC
solar cells might work without them. External electric fields
drive the separated e-h pair towards the device electrodes.
The physical processes governing the charge transport out-
side the QD’s and the geometrical design of the device are
also very important for the successful development of NC
solar cells. These topics will be dedicated to future investi-
gations.
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